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The supersonic flow fleid over a body of revolution 
incident to the free stream is simulated numerically on 
a large, array processor (the CDC Cyber 205). The 
con&uration is composed of a cone-cyiiider forebody 
followed by a conical afterbody from which emauatu 
a centered, supersonic propulsive jet. The free-stream 
Mach number is 2, the je&exit Mach number is 2.5, and 
the jet-to&e&stream static pressure ratio is 3. Roth 
thuexterndfl~aadtheexhaastanidedairata 
common total temperature. The thin-layer approximb 
tion to the time-dependent, compressible, Reynolds- 
averaged Navier-Stokes equations are solved using an 
implicit tl.uite-dXerence algorithm. The data base, of 
5 million words, is structured in a ‘pencil” format so 
that efacient use of the array processor can be realized. 
The computer code is completely vector&d to take 
advantage of the data stmcture. Turbulence closure 
is acheived using an empirical algebraic eddyYviscosity 
model. The configuration and flow conditions cor- 
respond to published experimental tests and the com- 
puted solutions are consistent with the experimental 

hItZOdUti0n 

In 1980, a computational study was described in 
which the threodimensional flow tleld over axisym- 
metric boattailed bodies at moderate angles of attack 
was simulated.’ The exhaust plumes aere.modeled by 
solid plume simulators, and a second-order-accurate, 
implicit Unite-difference algorithm was used to solve 
the governing partial differential quations on the 
ILLIAC lV array processor. Several Row fleids were 
computed and the results compared with published ex- 
perimentd data The promising results of that first 
study provided the incentive to extend t& work to 
include propulsive exhaust jets emanating from the 
afterbody base. The lLLI.AC IV waz subsequently 
removed from service, however, and it became neces- 
sary to scale down the size and scope of the study to 
the capacity of existing computer resources. 

l Raumh Scientist, Manbar AILL 
tCompucw Aualyac. 

This paper ir decivtd a work of the U.S. Govermncnt and 
therefore is in the public domain. 

In Jauuary 1933, the results of a study of super- 
sonic sxisymmetric Row over boattails containing a 
centered propulsive jet were presented.z Those results, 
obtained using a Gray 1s computer with 10s words 
of main memory, were compared with existing ex- 
perimental data. Jet-t&re+stream static pressure 
ratio and nozzle exit angle were Wied parametriczilx 
and the predicted trends agreed well with experiment. 

The purpose of this paper is to describe the 
vectnrized implementation of the thne-dimensional 
Navier-Stokes code on a Cyber 205 computer for boat- 
tailed afterbodies at moderate angles of attack’that 
contain a centered propnlsive jet. Some computed 
rezults, which correspond in part to a published ex- 
perimental study for a like configuration and flow con- 
dftious, are included for illustration. 

Aftarbdy Codgudion 

The geometric couflgumtion is a 9 caliber body of 
mlution composed of a 14O half-angle conical nose, 
a cyiindricd forebody, and an 3’ half-Angie conical 
aft&&y of 1 caliber length. Centered inside the 
afterbody is a conical nozzle with exit diameter of 0.6 
caliber that is flush with the afterbody base. The 
nozzle exit half-angle is 20”. 

Experimental studies for the same cotiguration 
were performed by White aud Agre113 for the model 
immersed in an air stream Rowing at Ma = 2.0 and 
a jet-exit Mach number of 2.5. White and Agrell con- 
sidered angles of incidence to the free stream up to 8” 
and jet-to-free-stream static-pressure ratios up to 15. 
Because of limited acces to the Cyber 205 computer, 
computed results are included in this paper only for 
the case in which the angle of incidence is a0 and the 
jet-to-bstream pressure ratio is 3.0. 

Gmwniug Eqnationr 

The equations describing the flow are the 
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. These are 
written below in strong couserpative form in general- 
ized coordinates as 

BtQ + &(F. 6) + &,(F. 3”) + a,(F 7) = 0 (1) 
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and t,,?!,, and& are the Cartesian unit vectors and 
f, gq, i&p are the contravariant base vectora, which 
CtUlhWTitttS~ 

where I(, gv, audjlr are the covariant base vectors writ 
tenas 
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The flux vector F cau be decomposed into a 
parabolic part, FP; which contains only gradient 
d#usive terms, and a hyperbolic part, FH, which con- 
tains only convective-like terms, as 

Pi 
PfG + PC 

FH = 

I I 

pvi + pZy , F&-F--H (2) 
PG + PG 

(e + PIa 

For flows in which the shear layers are thin(whenRc > 
> 1) and aligned with one’ principal plane (say the 
plane normal to the u coordinate), the parabolic part 
of F can be neglected in the other two coordinates (( 
and c), without any real loss in accuracy. This is con- 
sistent with boundary-layer theory and yet maintains 
the coupling between the viscous and inviscid regions 
that is critical in simulating interactive flows. With 
this thin-layer approximation, Eq. (1) is rewritten as: 

A body~riented computational grid is constmcted 
hamanner compatible with the thin-layer approximrc- 
tion. Shown in Fig. 1 is the grid used in the 
prexnt computations. Figure la shows the complete 
co-on and Fig. lb the detail in the base region 
oi the afterbody. Fkadiai grid lines on the forebody join 
the surfgctorthogona#y. On the atterbody aud in the 
exhnur& plume,the rad3aI lines are normal to thebody 
rdr, Them are 81 points distributed along the body! 

---a. -a.- -1a 0 10 a0 30 
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Fig. 1 Computational grid: bilateral plane of sym- 
metry. a) Complete contlguration (14-0 x 100 x 20); 
b) Base-region detail. 



with clustering near the nose and near the base. Of the 
81 points, 21 are used to defhm the afterbody shape; 
the afterbody is 1 caliber long. An additional 59 points 
are cbstributed downstream of the afterbody to a dib 
tance equal to 21 forebody diameters from the noxzle 
base. These 140 total points detie the 6 coordinate 
distribution. The radial distribution, corresponding to 
the rl coor&ate, extends from the body surface to a 
distance equal to 30 forebody diameters both ahead 
of the nose and normal to the body axis. A total of 
60 points is used in this region, with a high degree of 
streching used in order to resolve the subiayer of the 
turbulent boundary layer. (Here the first grid point off 
the body surface.corresponds approximately to a value 
of vf of 8 where qf = (P.d”YS - rl.)/P”.) Au 
additional 40 points are distributed across the nozzle 
and its blunt base, extending from the centeriine to 
the body surface. Of these, 20 are in the jet exit plane, 
and 20 are on the blunt base itself. 

One- and two-parameter hyperbolic-tangent strech- 
ing functions4 are used in the base region to focus 
resolution near the comers and to achieve a smooth, 
piecewise continuous distribution of points across the 
exhaast plume and base. At the nozzle exit, points are 
distributed along an arc describing the conical 
flow exit plane (that is, the arc radius is 
equal to the norAe exit radius of 0.3 caliber 
divided by the sine of the nozzle-exit half- 
augie of 200). Downstream of the nozzle, the 
grid lines are aligned so aa to ciq~ly ap 
proximate the eshaust piume shape for au cx- 
~nta~rsobserved axisymmetric flow by Agrell 

ahmh IS for the same geometric 
eonhgoratiok a.nd free-stream conditions, but for .L 
jet-to--stream pressnrb ratio of 9. The 
third dimension, c, is generated by rotating the 
two-dimensional (E, u) grid about the cylindrical 
tis while maintaining a uniform angular dis- 
tribution between the rotated planes. Here, 
20 radial pianes are used with planes 2 and 
19 coinciding with the bilateral plane of sym- 
metry, where plane 2 corresponds to the lee and 
piane 19 to the windward. Planes 1 and 20 
are image planes used to enforce a symmetry 
boundary condition. Thus, there are ([, 7) 
planes distributed every 10.588” around the half- 
body. 

The total grid dimensions are (149 x 100 x 20), cdr- 
responding to the [, 7, andc directions, Wpectively, 
for a total of 280,000 points. Of these, (80 x 40 x 20), 
or 64,000, lie inside the body and are not used in the 
computation, leaving an actual total of 216,000 points 
used in the computation. 

Data Struehn~ 

There m 23 variables required at each grid Point 
cormspon&ng to the 5 conserved quantities in the 8 

v&or, 5 residuals for the solution vector, 9 metric 
cafttcients, the Jacobian of the transformation, and 
3 componenfr of vorticity tlsed in the turbulence 
hasport model. This rem&s, for a compdationsl grid 
of 216.000 points, in a data base of 5 x lo6 words. 

To accommodate this large data base on a vector 
processor with a limited main memory, the computa- 
tional grid is divided into subsets called ‘blocks.” This 
data structure was originally devised for implemen- 
tation on the ILLIAC lV array processor by Lomax 
and Puliam and is described in detail in Ref. 6. In 
the present case, each block is a 20 x 20 x 20 cube 
for a Mai of 8,000 points and a data base subset of 
184,000 words for the 23 variables. The blocks are 
stacked together in each coordinate direction to form 
a sequence of bloeb called ‘pencils.” 

For 8‘ gixen coordinate direction, one complete 
pencil of data is loaded intO the central memory, and 
computations are performed on that data correspond- 
ing to the coordinate direction.. At auy point in the 
computation, only 17 variables are required to be in the 
main memory at one time (6 of the 9 metric coefacients 
are not used in any given direction). This results in 
a *bare subset of 136,ooO words. For a proces- 
sor with 10’ words of main memory then, as marry 
ma seven blocks of data can be held in storage for im- 
mediate processing. The block dimension is an ad- 
justable parameter and is limited only by the maxi- 
mum pencil leugth and the main memory of the vector 
pnxessor. 

Shown in Fig. 2, in physical coordinates, are the 
block boundaries for the present co&guration. Figure 
2s shows the complete conflgnration and Fig. 2b the 
detail in the afterbody region. Figure 3 shows the 
corresponding block structure in computational space. 
The mesh nodes of the computational domain are ar- 
ranged in a rectangular latice with positive integer 
coordinates (c, 7, c). Each node belongs to three pen- 
cils, a E-pencil, an q-pencil, and a c-pencil. The pencils 
of each sweep direction are given a detlnite order. For 
the <-pencils, the u-coordinate varies most rapidly as 
the pencil index increases; for both the q-pencils and 
c-pencils the coordinate [ varies most rapidly. Figure 
4 illustrates this sequencing for the present data struc- 
ture. 

Within a pencil, the planes are naturally ordered 
by the sweep coordinate. The pencils of data can be 
stored in the correct pencil ordering for just one sweep 
direction only. When sweeping in the other clirec- 
tions, pencils of data are gathered and fetched for com- 
putation and scattered back when writing the updated 
values. Additionally, the ordering of nodes within a 
plane can be correct for just one sweep direction, and 
it is necessary to transpose the the data in memory 
so that each piane of nodes normal to the sweep direc- 
tion forms a contiguous set of memory locations. In 
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the pment code, the ordering of nodes ‘u m~& for 
the -ion asid transpose routines are.used for the 
other sweep dire&ions. 

BASE.REUlON DEWL 

Fig 2 Block boundaries: pi@cai space. a) Compieh 
l2tdgmaq b) B8swegiondetaiL 

rl 

Fig. 3. Block boundaries: computational space, corn- 
plete configuration. 
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Fig. 4 Data structure within pencil data base. 

NuInericaiAlgorith.m 

The numerical algorithm used to solve Fq. (3) 
is the ap rorixnatt factored scheme of Bea- and 
Wm. P Rewriting Eq. (3) as 

w = --B~(FH.b)-aa,(F.a)-ac(FH.~) = R (4) 

the corresponding difference equation is then 

W,LF A4 = RE + R, + Rf 

where the operators are defined by 

(5) 

LQ = (I + At&X’ - 61 J”V(A<J) 
f~=((1+At6~CCn--~J-LV~A,J-At69J-L.M”J) 
fc=(I+At6,B=- E~J-‘V,A$) 

& = -At6&FH. jl’)” - (~,q T* (V~A#J Q” 
R v = -At&(JF . ye)” - EE r’ (V,A,)2J-Q” 
2, = -At6,(JFH. f)” - EE J-’ (V,A,)2J Q” 

where the Se, 6,, and 6, are central-difference 
operators; Vf, V,, and Vr are backward-digerence 
operators; and A+ A,, and ALr are forward-digerence 
opera&on in the if--, q-, and @irections, respectiveiy. 
The At term is a forward-difference operator in time. 
For example, 
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&Q m Q”+l - Q” 

AeQ - Q(E + A6 rl, I) - UC, 1, f) 
and 

v&l - Q(t, rl, f) - NC- A& I), f) 
The Jacobian matrica 

A = WQr~ b, 

amdescribed in detail by Pulliam and S-r.* Fourth 
order explicit terms (preceded by the catkient CE) 
and second-order implicit terms (preceded by the 
c&Went 61) have been added to control nonlinear in- 
stsbiiities. 

Eqnatioa (5) is solved in three successive sweeps 
of the data base, each sweep inverting one of the 
operaton on the left-hand side: 

The solution is advanced in time by adding. A& to Q 
after the t sweep. 

In the general cabt, pencils of data are loaded ink 
central memory four timeLand operated on for each 
time-step advance: once each for the .f and q direc- 
tions and twice for the c direction. First the right- 
hand side of Eq. (5) is formed and then the left- 
hand-side operators are inverted one by one. A flow 
schematic showing the ordering of operations, inciud- 
ing data reads, transposes, computations, and data 
writes is shown below where the symbols R and w 
represent variables used to accumulate the right-hand- 
side elements and vorticity elements, respectively, for 
each coordinate direction. 

<-pencils: (initial step only) 

Read: Q, J, .+-metrics 
Compute: R--c, U-W(() 
write: R, w 

Red Q, J, R, w, g-metrics 
Tbmqom: Q, J, R, w 
Cornpate: R = Rt + R,, 

w = 40 + W(f) 
Thnnpom: R, w 
Wite: R, w 

q-pencils: 

Red Q, J, R, w, g-metrics 
lh~pow: Q, I, R, w 
C-wnt= w - w(Q + 4s) + w(rl) 

PIi4 

Read: Q, J, L;‘(R), c-metrics 

-pow: 4, J, L;‘(R) 
Compute: L;’ L i’(R) 
Tranapom L;‘L;‘(R) 
write f;’ f’:(R) 

Resd: Q, I, L;‘L;‘(R), f-metrics 
Compute: AtQ, 8, R = EC, w = 40 
write: 8, R J 

End Loop 

In this flow sequence, 62 variables are read, 57 
variables are transposed, and 31 variables are written. 
Fbr the special case in the present study in which the f- 
pencils are just one block long, a more efficient operz+ 
tion seqnence can be used that substantiatly reduces 
the number of reads and writes required. This is shown 
b&w. 

~-pencils: (initial step only) 

Read: Q, J, t-metrics 
Compute: R = RC, w = w(t) 
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Begin Loop 

ppencik 

Read: ~-me!trics 

Ransposc: 8, J, R, w 
Compuk R = & + R, 

w = w(E) + 4s) 
Thnsposc: R, w 
write: R,w 

q-pXlCilX 

f--pcacils: 

Read: f-metrics 
Transposer Q, J, L’,‘(R) 
Cornpate: r;‘&‘(R) - 

lhnapow f;‘&‘(R) 
wit.c r;’ f;‘(R) 

&pencils: 

Read: Q, J, r;‘f;‘(R), [-metrics 
Compute: A&, Q 

R = Ret w = w(t) 
Write: 89 

End Loop 

In this flow sequence, 32 variables are read, 52 are 
transposed, and 18 variables are w&ten, a savings of 
nearly 50% in the I/O. In both the general case and the 
special case, the data read-transpose sequence and the 
transpose-write sequence can be replaced by/cbe more 
etlkient “gather” and *scatter” commands ,available 
for the Cyber 205 (Ref. 9). Further improvements in 
eficiency can be obtained by using asynchronous I/O 
in conjunction with a rotating memory backing store. 
The most efkient code, however, will be realized by 
using a solid-state backing store in conjunction with 
gather and scatter commands or with a code that is 
fully core contained. 

The numerical algorithm conforms well to large 
vectorization. For block sizes of 20 x 20 x 20, the vector 

length is 400. Timing studies with the present code in- 
dicate ;uL MFLOP rate (million of floating- point opera- 
Tom per second) of-115 +hm computing in half pn~i- 
sion (32-W word lengths) on a 2-pipe cont&uation. 
On a 4pipe con&u&ion the MFLOP rate increased 
to 207. There are approximately 3,800 f$ating point 
operations executed for every grid node per time step 
resulting in a CPU time of 33 x l(T* set per point per 
time-step on a l-pipe machine and 18 x lose set per 
point per time-step on a 4pipe machine. The transpose 
times (transposes do not contain any floating-point 
operations) are 5.6 x 10-c set per point. Equivalent 
transposes performed by gather and scatter instruc- 
tions require just 1.8 x lVa set per point. When 
synchronized I/O to and from rotating backing store 
WM used, the average I/O time was 25 msec pervari- 
able per block T’hia translates directly into 172x 10? 
= per point, but averlapping the I/O reduces this to 
94 x l@ see per point. (The Cyber 205 us& rot these 
timing studies was conflgumd with four I/O channela 
tu xcommodab overlapping.) This time, a muk in 
Iarge part of the, latency time in accessing disk Rles, 
can be reduced to. nearly zero by using I/O butTers in 
conjunction with asynchronous I/O or with solid-state 
backing storage. The use of I/O b&en, however, im- 
plies the mailability of additional main memory and 
imposes au Aiitional constraint on the pencil size. To 
amid this comtraint, the data flow should be modified 
such that a subset of contiguous blocks of data in a 
pencil are operated on while blocks at each end of the 
subset are being btiered in and out. 

Boundary Conditionr 

Boundary conditions are imposed at the ends of 
each data pencil; the data pencils are identifled by 
number in Fig. 3. For the .+direction, pencil No. 1 
starts at the jet-exit plane- Supersonic conical flow 
conditions corresponding to a jet-exit &Mach number of 
2.5 and a static pressure of 3p, are imposed at the 
first data plane. At the last plane of each of the Eve 
[-pencils, which correspond to the outflow boundary, 
fIrsorder extrapolation is used so that a& = 0. 
Pencil No. 2 in the .$iirection begins at the blunt base. 
Here slip conditions and an impermeable adiabatic wall 
are imposed so that 

B&9) = &t&u) = B&WI) = 0 

pu = 0 

Be[e - 0.5(pu2 + ptJ2 + pw2)] = 0 

Pencils 3, 4, and 5 in the {direction begin on the 
grid centerline of revolution (at f = 0) ahead of the 
forebody nose. Here a second order extrapolation to 
the centerline is used such that 

B&l) = 6&m) = B.&w) = a,(p) = 0 
while the lateral momentum is set to zero 
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PO-0 
Inaddition,ateachrl,theQPana~a~ara 
f on the centerline and used as bounw values for ail 
f at each 7. Speciai treatment of th4 bw CO~IIM at 
the afterbody-blunt-base junction is asid to vcount 
for the singnhu nature of that Llnc For the .+w~II, 
tk p-line of data in pencil No. 3 that corru.ti to 
this corner is treated in the same manner as the llrst 
plane of data in pencil No. 2 that corresponds ta thh 
Mnntbare. ThislIneofdataistreateddIR”iyin 
the q-sweep and is described in the second paragraph 
~OllOWiDg. 

After the forebody &JW Ild ir fully Moped 
during tk conrse of the solution, the first two q-pencils 
can k dropped from the computation and boundary 
conditions imposed on the @mcils tkt comnd 
to the fully developed flow at the plane that is tk 
updream boundary of rppencil No- 3- This reducea 
thu totd data baee by six bloeb without attsrfnFtk 
vdidity of tk solution, This simpIi.katioo is strictly 
valid only for supersonic external Bows, The solution 
downstream can be further developed to steady state, 
and jet parameters can even be varied to generate & 
ditiond solutiona 

Boundary conditions for the r@irection consist of 
the imposition of free stream conditions at the last 
plane of each of the seven ppencils; n+slip, adiabatic 
wall condition for the fhst plane of q-penciI& 1 through 
4, which correspond to the kdy snrfat; and &s&order 
extrapolation to the centerfine for pencils 5, 6, and T 
such that S,Q = 0, Ceuterlinet avera@g, aa described 
for the &encii lmndy-ahead of the body, is also 
ased for the q-pencil boundary in the jet. The line of 
data in q-pencil No. 5, which corresponds to the corner 
between the afterbody and the blunt base, is treated 
in tk same manner as the list plane of ~-pencils 1 
through 4. As a result, this line of data is double 
vdued: one value for the 6 sweep described previously 
and the nc+slip, adiabatic value for the q-sweep. 

For the <direction, bilateral symmetry is imposed 
by setting the data at the 6rst and last g-planes equal 
to the values in the third plane and in the second from 
last plane, respectively, with a sign change included in 
the lateral momentum component (pv). 

Turbulence Clomre 

The Reynolds stresses and turbnlent hea+flux 
terms have been included in the stress tensor and 
heat&u vector by using the eddy-viscosity and eddy- 
conductivity concept, whereby the coeficients of vis- 
cosity and thermal conductivity are the sum of the 
molecular (laminar) part and an eddy (turbulent) part. 
Eddy-viscosity models incorporate turbulent transport 
into the molecular-transport stress tensor by adding 
the scalar eddy-viscosity transport catflcient /.Q CO 

tk eoemcient of molecnlar viscosity, ( P. = p + 
/IT), tkxeby relating turbnlent transport directly to 
gradienta of the mean-&w mriables. In a Cartesian 
coordinate eystem, the thnadimensional molectdar 
stress t4m3or can be written as 

In tk thin-shear-layer approximation, the only com- 
ponents of the stress tensor that are retained are those 
having gradients with respect to 7 only. 

Turbolent heat tramport is deaned in terms 
of mcuttnergy gradients and an eddy-conductivity 
cdkient K. such that K, 3: K + KT. ~ically, 
tk ~ondnctivfty coeacient is related to tk eddy; 
viacoai~ emilleient via a turbulent Pmndtl nnmber 
PrT where 

Prr - C;BTIKT 
The turbulent Prandtl nnmkr is assumed constant at 
a vdue of 0.9. 

The elpbraic eddy-viscosity model nsed here b 
that pmpoeed by Badwin and Lomax.l” This model 
in particnlariy well suited to complex flows that con- 
tain regions in which the length scales are not cbariy 
dellned. It is described briefly as follows: For wall- 
bounded shear layers, a twdayer formulation is used 
suchthat 

87 - h)mk for fl > Tar**oavar 

where 7 is the normd distance from tk wall and 
rl#W.- is the smdlest value of q at which values 
fkom the inner and outer formulas are cqud. The 
PrandtCVan Driest formulation is used in the inner (or 
wall) region. 

(PThrnw = L@fwl 

I! - 0.4q [1 - =d--rllA)l 

A = W”/diK 
The formulation for the outer region is given by 

(/‘T)adar = 0.0166 Cc, F-.ra Fmah) 

F * 
4 

flmas m-s 
rakm = C-i qmu ~i~/F,, > 

The quantities qmW and Fmor are determined from 
the function 

where Fmor is the maximum value of F(q), and qrnar is 
the wlue of q at which it occurs. The function FKI#~(~) 
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is tk KIebanoff’intermittency function &en by 

Tk mi@ & IS the di&~nte bshem the msxi- 
mumandminimamtota 
(along an q-coo- line, Y 

v&city in the proffle 

&f3L-dir 

and for boundary layers, tk minimum is deaned M 
zero. The other constauts am given by 

c a, = 1.6 ) C.L - 0.25 ) CKh) = 0.3 

The adm&age of this model for bouu*lqFr 
Ilows sm as foiluus: 1) for the Inner .-on, therdoeity 
audlcngthscduareaIwaysweII~andtk 
modd is eon&tent with the ‘law of the rdl”; 2) In tk 
outerregioll forweu-behaved (simple) boundMy a 
rkre there is a weII-detied length xdt (q-J, the 
velocity scale is determined by F-, which is a length 
scale times a mrticity scale; 3) ie the outer region of 
complex boundary layers where tk length from a waU 
becomes meaningless, a new length scde is deternun 
from a velw (qdi/) dbidai by s velocity Gs. 
( /WI ), and tk velocity sede is q&f. 

The outer formulation, which is independent of q, 
is also used in the free-shear flow regions of separated 
Row aud in regions of strong viscons/inviscid intelc 
action- In thesa regions tk van Driest damping 
t-m bti-d4f, is negIecte& For jets and wakes, 
tk Klebanoff intermittency factor is determined by 
measving from the grid centuIi.ne, and the minimum 
term in qdi/ is ednated ftotiw tk profIle insksd of 
bdi deaned as zero. 

The didlty o? the eddy-viscosity model constants 
for high-pressure, compressible exhaust jets has not 
been established, and conrpressibiiity e&cts are not 
accounted for. 

At the exhaust-jet exit plane and in the near-base 
region, the eddy viscosity is assumed to be negfigibly 
smalt and to increase spatially to the value given by 
the outer model over a short distance downstream of 
the base. 

computed RemIts 

As mentioned in a preceding section (tierbody 
Contlguration), a flow field has been computed for 
the body placed at an angle of incidence of 60 to 
a free stream at Mach 2. The jetexit Mach num- 
ber is 2.5 with a static pressure 3 times that of the 
free! stream. Beginning with an impulsive start in 3 
uniformly flowing stream at Mach 2, the solution was 
hanced timewise to a dimensionless time (t d/U,} of 
5.1, where d is the forebody diameter and Ua is the 
undisturbed free-stream speed. Although a solution 

at a tima of 5.1 is probably not sul3ciently converged 
to permit valid qnantitative comparisons with e& 
mant, it is sul!lcient to establish the basic Ilorr-field 
ehac~Q~ and TV Wstrate tk features of tk solution 
and the computer code. 

The InItiaI thn~step size of At =O.OOOl”wti in- 
creased to At =O.OOl as the solution passed thri& its 
initial rapid transient. A variable time-step was used 
in the snbsonie flow regime downstream of the base in 
order to lainimizc the growth of nonlinear instabilities 
aggravated by changes in sign of the eigen-vaIues in 
this region. The time-steps in this subsonic region were 
scaled down by a factor equaI to the local streamwise 
Mach number with a cutotT minimum factor of 0.001: 
Imposed to prevent the time-step from going to zecm. 

Omuring phyaicaUy in this region is a rapId ix- 
pansion of tk jet around thu n&e lip folIowed iin- 
mediately by a strong neompressIon in th& toti of E 
bar& shoclr; in addition there Is a slip surf’ dew 
tk bouidary between the exhaust plume and the ex- 
tunaI fIow. Each of these three high-gradient features 
Is focused at the n&e lip and demands ahigh degree 
of nsolution that haa not been provided for in the com- 
pantiondgridusedhere. 

Shown In Fig 5 are computed density contours 
in the biiateal plane of symmetry in the vicinity of 
the body. The lower s&ace is the wind side. Clearly 
&fined downstream of the afterbody is tk slip sur- 
thee demarcatiug the boundary ktween the exhaust 
plume and the exterud flow. The propulsive jet ex- 
pands rapidly around the no&e lip and can induce- ‘low 
separation 00 thu aft&~@ surface. For low-pnssprt 
jets, or no jet at all, there will be a region of recir- 
culating flow on the blnnt base. The afterbody drag is 
strongly Muenced by the detail of the separated flow. 

Fig. 5 Computed density contours, plane of symmetry: 
L&, = 2, i!!fJ = 2.5, PJ/&, = 3, 

a = tP, Re,, = 1.5~10~. 
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Thedetailofthesep8mtioupstttrnisshMLiB 
Fig. 6 in which computed surface stnamlines have 
been mapped on the afterbody and projected on the 
bU&erai p-f-qmmetq view of the denrifi COP 
tour plot OICT the aft portion of the w onl~s There 
h a se-ion Mde on thu lee generator of the coni- 
cad afterbody at t = 8.92. All surface streamlines on 
the lee side of the body flow into this node. A line of 
sep8ration crtends from this Mda, dowuwwl on the 
afterbody surface, to a sepantion saddle at-t - 8.98, 
W from the wind generator. The lkm direction aIong 
this line of xpwation is upw8rd fkom the uddle to the 
nod+ There is alao flow optward tinr the separation 
saddle downward to the end of the but, around to the 
wind generator, 

Shown in Fig. T is a psrspcctive view of the 
SW&G stmmliics on the afterbody and the blunt 
base. The outer edge of the base is a dividing surface 

so ; LEE Sl6E 
,d 

-_-_-am. ..-m c 
-..-~ 

o.oo&2s6sobt5Q00-~ 0 
X Y 

Fig. 7 Psnpectire vi& of surface streamiines over 
conical afterbody and annular base. 

streambe extending from a saddle point on the lea 
generator to a node point approximately 33. from the 
wind gene&m. A dieding streadne.can be seen cir- 
cnmscribing the annular base connecting a saddle point 
on thewindward and a nodal point on the Iet- This 
line sepvates the external flow frcm the flow from the 
jet. Flow is upward from the windward saddle to the 
lee&& node. 

Shown in Fig. 8 is a sktch of an end-view projec- 
tion of the Ml view of the afterhody (not to scaie) 
shming ail the dividing streadbes and their COP 
responding singuhr points and flow directions. 

Fig. 8 End-vim schematic of dividing surface and 
singuhr points streamlines. 
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The trajectories ait the hid puticiea in the phm 
0fs~etryinthebssaregionaresharrninFlg. 9. On 
thelec,seeninF~.94ths~~mtbejctcrprsds 
around the no&e Ep and mores outward M the 
edge of the base. Upon meeting the m flow, it 
turns d-m and de&es the exhaust plume boap 
dary. Aregionof rmfs4 flWCaIlb8CitiU~sCendHJWS 
the afterbody lee generator The path of the fluid in 
the external Ilow is over this separation region and 
around the afterbody base to the slip surface dcaniag 
the boundary between the exhanst plume and stand 
flow. The! point defined by the outer edge of the bsst 
and the afterbody lee generator is a singular point that 
from the fluid streamiineq appears as a saddle point in 
both the circumferential plane and in the r;diai plane, 
and as a nodal point in the streamwise biluerd plaue 
of symmary (the plane of the beae). 

On thu winMad, shown in Fig. 9b, the a 
lines just off the wind vr of the afterbody 
tarn the corn- an&mm toward t& slip sarfam 
b&men! the jet and the eternal &JW. All eternal 
flow streamllnu (exciudlng the surface s~auGne) ap 
prosch the slip surface downstream of a uddle point 
in the bilateral plane of symmeU’y locati at I = 
9.016 on the piume-exfzrnai ffw boundary. Thb ~QP 
face strumIi.ne tyrns the corner and appmuhes the 
windward iaddle point on the base it&elf. Fluid from 
the jet expands around the nozzle lip and m~vcs out- 
ward. The fluid just off the lip nwvu to the saddle 
point on the baue and thu fluid farther inside ihe lip 
expands toward the plume boundary domstream Of 
the saddle point on the slip surface- 

surfue-prusure distributions over the dterbody 
snrke ad over the base are shawn in Figs. 10a 
an&lob, respe&iwAy. An expansion at the forek~~& 
afterbody junction over the afterbody surface can ,be 
m This expansion is greatest on the windyard, 
where the pressure le4 is highest, and decreases 
toward the lee The circumferentid wriation of pres- 
sum near the lee side is quite smail for the entire length 
of the aft&&y. Toward the end.of the afterbody 
there is a slight recompnssion on the lee side which 
is not ohmed on the windward. Just a& the end of 
the afterbody there is an expansion as the flow tarns 
around the aftcrbody toward the base. 

Flgum lob shows a projected view of the base 
aad j&exit prasure distribution. The left side of the 
‘top hat” prusure distribution corresponds to the lee, 
andthefusidecorrupondstothetidward. The 
large uniform premure &tribdion. of the ‘top hat” 
codgurdon corrupondr to the high-pressure jet, and 
tb uxlddng %im” of the hsc is the distribution on 
the anmdar baw. On the windmud there is a rapid 
expmsbn a& thm Male lip followed by a fairly large 
recompression tward the outer edge of the base. The 
M trend is obnerved at other radid positions around 
t&r barn but to a lassa degree. The circnmferentid 
W&ion of but pressure is consistent with the ex- 
puimentaily obsemd variation of White and Agreil 
for tbm same jet-timstream pressure ratio. It is 
hhmdng to note, h-m, that in most experimen- 
trl&adhthemdidmri&ionofpfemre is ai3sllmed 
Ggiigibie axi k not musured. The distribution in Fig. 
lob clearly idicatu a subatautid variation across the 
-barn 
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Fig. 9 Bare-region path lines: plane of symmetry. a) Lee; b) Windward 
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